Elephant Safari

Use this leaflet to guide your way around the galleries. Help the children find the elephants. Prompt them with questions about what they can see.

What can we find out about these toy elephants?
(Use map on reverse side to locate them in the Museum)
If you could touch this elephant, do you think it would be hard or soft?

Children from all over the world play with toy elephants. Where do real elephants live?

African elephants have bigger ears than Asian elephants. What colour are real elephants?
Can you find toy elephants in the Museum that come from Asia?
(Use map on reverse side to locate them in the Museum)

This toy elephant has a battery inside. How do you think it might move?

This pull-along cycling elephant is made of metal. The back wheels spin the ball on top of the elephants trunk.

African elephants have bigger ears than Asian elephants. What colour are real elephants?
Can you find toy elephants in the Museum that come from Asia?
(Use map on reverse side to locate them in the Museum)
Hunt for these elephants in the Museum

Encourage the children to look and describe these toy elephants when you find them.

Find out more information about them on your smart phone or device. The Museum has wifi that you can use, connect to V&A Public.

Go to [http://collections.vam.ac.uk/](http://collections.vam.ac.uk/) and enter: elephant or ark followed by it’s museum number (below) into the search bar.
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